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identified in Appendix I to 40 CFR Part
270 and discussed more fully in Section
1V.C of this preamble.
Since Class 3 modifications
involve
substantial changes to facility operating
conditions or waste management
Wctices. they should be subject lo the
~iime review and public participation
procedures as permit applicntions. The
specific procedures for Class 3
rmodifications are at 40 CFR 270.42(cl.
The first steps in the application
procedures for Class 3 modifications are
s:milar to the procedures for Class 2.
Under $ 270.42(c)(1). the permittee muet
submit a modification request to the
Agency indicating the change to be
made to the permik identifying the
change as a Class 3 modiftcation:
explaining why the modification is
needed: and providing npplicable
information required by 40 CFR 270.13
!hrough 270.21. 270.62. and 270.63. As
with Class 2 modifications.
the
permittee is encouraged to consult with
the Agency before submitting the
nodification
request.
Section 270.42(c)(2) requires the
permittee to notify persons on the
fwcility mailing list and local and State
agencies about the modification request.
This notice must occur not more than 7
days before the date of submission nor
more then 7 days after the date of
submission. The notice must contain the
came information as the Class 2
notification. including an announcement
of e public informational
meeting. The
meeting would be held no fewer than IS
days after the notice and no fewer than
15 days before the end of the comment
Period.
Finally. after the conclusion of the 80.
day comment period. the permitting
Agency then initiates the permit
lesuance procedures of 40 CFR Part 124
for the Class 3 modiflcstion.
Thus. the
Agency will prepare B draft permtt
modification. publish a notice allow a
Gday public comment period on the
draft permit modification,
hold a public
hearing on the modiftcatlon
if requested
and issue or deny the permit
nodifica!ion.
In addition. the Agency
will consider and respond to all written
comments received by the Agency
during the t%day public comment
period as it conducts the activities
required by Part 124.
In the September 23 notice, EPA
proposed procedures for a second public
meeting, which would be held at the
owner or operator’s discretion. EPA
received several comments objecting to
the requirements prescribing how the
second meeting would be conducted
leg.. use of a neutral facilitator),
particularly since the meeting wee
voluntary (Le.. the permittee could
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decide not to hold the meeting et all). In
consideration of these commente. the
Agency hue dropped the reference to a
second meeting in the Class 3 process.
The purpose of today’s rule is to specify
the minimum requirements that must be
followed for a Clsss 3 modification.
Additional activities beyond those
contained in today’s rule (e.g.. additional
public meetings) may take place. In fact.
EPA encourages frequent and early
communications
between the permittee
and interested local citizens to
informally address and resolve issues
these parties may have. However. it is
insppropriate to prescribe how such
voluntary activities must be conducted.
EPA received very few additional
commente on the proposed Class 3
procedures. One commenter wanted a
provision for automatic authorization in
the absence of Agency decisions on
Class 3 modifications. EPA declines to
do this because Class 3 modifications
msy have a significant effect on human
health and the environment if the
appropriate permit conditiona based on
Part 264 standards are not developed
prior to actual implementation.
This
situation is unlike that for Clase 2
modifications.
which are more limited in
their potential to adversely Impact
huinan health end the environment.
4. Other Permit Modifications
Although EPA has sought to provide a
complete list of possible permit
modifications and their classifications in
Appendix 1. them will undoubtedly be
permit modlflcatlon requests that are
not Included in Appendix 1. Therefore.
EPA today Is establishing pmcedures
that permittees can use under
8 270.42(d) where a pennlttee wishing to
make a permit modlflcatlon
not included
in Appendix I can submit a Clasa 3
modlftcatlon request. or alternatively
ask the Agency for a determination that
Class 1 or 2 modlfloatlon procedures
should apply. In meklng this
detemdnatlon, the Agency will consider
the similartty of the requested
modlficatlon
to modIfIcatIona llsted in
Appendix I. and will also apply the
general definitions of Class 1.2. end 3
modifications.
It should be noted that
EPA intends to monitor decisions by
permitting euthorltlea (both EPA
Regional offIces and authorized States)
on modification request clsssiflcations
and will periodically amend Appendix I
of this regulation to include new
classifications.
Several commentars supported this
proposed appmach. Others stated that
there should be a epecifled time limit on
the Agency’s classification
determination.
EPA disagrees because
the determinations
may be varied in
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nature and complexity. Also. since the
decisions may sometimes be
precedential. consultations among
authorized States, EPA Regional offices.
or EPA headquarters may be necessary.
The Agency is committed to meking a
speedy decision for these classifications.
but believes that e desdline will not be
beneficial in these circumstances.
Therefore. EPA has decided not to set a
time limit for decisions of modifications
classifications.
When the permittee chooses to
request a classification determination
instead of following the Class 3 process.
then he or she should not initiate the
formal modification review procedures
until the Agency has decided on the
appropriate classification. Otherwise.
there may be confusion among the
public concerning which process is
being followed. Furthermore. the
deadlines for Agency decisions in the
Class 2 process will not begin until after
the Agency has decided that the Class 2
procedures are appropriate for the
modification and the permittee then
proceeds in accordance with 9 270.42(b).
In any case, it should not take long for
the permitting Agency to assign a
classification to the modification
request.
The proposal provided that the
Agency would notify persons on the
facility mailing list after making a
determination on an unclassified
change, and that the public and the
permittee would have the right to appeal
the decision. EPA is not adopting these
provisions in today’s rule. as discussed
in section 1V.B.B of the preamble.
5. Temporary

Authorizations

Today’s I& pmvides the Agency
with the authority to grant a permittee
temporary authorization, witbout prior
public notice and comment to conduct
activities necessary to respond promptly
to changing conditions. (See 0 270.42(e).)
It is expected that temporary
authorizations will be useful in the
following two situations: (1) To address
a one.time or ahort-term activity et a
facility for which the full permit
modification process is inappropriate: or
(2) to allow a facility to initiate a
necessary activity while Its permit
modification request is undergoing the
Class 2 or 3 review process.
An Agency-issued temporary
authorization may be obtained for
activities that are necessary to: (i)
Facilitate timely implementetion
of
closure or corrective action activities:
[ii] allow treatment or storage in tanks
or containers of restricted wastes in
accordsnce with Part 268: (iii) avoid
disrupting ongoing waste management
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activities et the permittee’s facility: (iv)
enable the permittee to respond to
changes in the types or quantities of
wastes being managed under the facilily
permit: or Iv) carry out other changes to
protect human health and the
environment. Temporary suthorizations
can be granted for any Class 2
modification that meets these criteria. or
for a Class 3 modification that is
necessary to: (i) Implement corrective
action or closure activities: [ii) allow
treatment or storage in tanks or
conteinere of restricted weste: or (iii)
provide improved management or
treatment of e weste already listed in
the permit. where necessary to avoid
disruption of ongoing weste
management* allow thepermittee to
respond to changes In waste quantities,
or csrry out other changes to protect
human health and the environment. A
temporary authorizstlon will be valid for
a period of up to 180 days. The temiof
the temporary authorization will begin
at the time of its approve1 by the
Agency. or at some specified effective
date shortly after the time of approval.
The authorized activltles must he
completed at the end of the
authorization.
Several commenters responded on the
subject of temporary euthorizetions.
Several supported the sppmsch
contained in the proposal, cltlng the
beneftciel flexibility to change certain
facility operations with no adverse
effect to human health or the
environment.
Two other commenters supported the
use of temporary suthorizatlons, but for
more restricted uses [erg., for on-site
wastes only or for unexpected situattone
only). One commenter wee generally
opposed because of e lack of publlo
comment and hearings. EPA’dlsagrees
because the use of temporary
authorizstiona is allowed only for
specified purposea. which ere Intended
to improve the management of
hazardous wastes or respond to e
critical situation. The Agency will have
the authority to deny sny requests
which are not protective of human
health and the environment or do not
meet the criteria fore temporary
authorization. Also, es discussed below,
the permitlee must notify persons on the
facility mailing list about the temporary
authorization and must comply with Part
264 standards for its duration.
The proposal would not have allowed
temporary authorizations for periods of
less than 90 days. In today’s final rule,
however. EPA has eliminated this
minimum length to provide that the ,erm
of a temporary authorization may be for
any period up to 190 days. Although two

commkniers sbppdited the proposed
minimum length. EPA is making today’s
change for two reeeons.
First. the minimum specified period of
90 days seemed arbitrary and would
likely result in restricting the Agency’s
flexibility to allow facilities to respond
to temporary situations. For example, if
the Agency believed that there wee good
cause to authorize e facility to conduct e
particular activity without e permit
modification but that the task should be
completed within 30 days under the
propossl. the Agency would be limited
to approving the activity for 90 days or
denying the request. Given that
temporary authorizations were
developed to allow e rapid retiponse
without the llmitetions of e formal
permit modification, to net en arbitrary
minimum durstlon would be needlessly
restrtctive end likely counterproductive.
Second, the duration of e temporary
authorization under proposed 4 270.42(e)
[i.e., 99 to 180 days] wee inconsistent
with the temporary authorization which
may be granted by the Agency et day 90
or 120 in the Class 2 process which can
be granted for 1 to 180 days (see
5 270.42(b)(B)(i)(D)). The different
treatment of these temporary
euthorizstions could lead to confusion.
The criteria in (he final rule for
approval of temporary authorizations
under 4 270.42(e)(3) BIB the same 88
proposed on September 23,1887 except
for two changes. First. In response to
several requests by commentera. EPA ie
adding B speciftc provision for the
storage end treatment of wastes subject
to the land disposal restrtctions of Part
268. This will give the regulated Industry
the flexibility
to treat and store
restricted westea In tanks and
containers. while the permit
modiftcatton process 18 conducted. The
A@ncy believes that there was
sufficient flexiblllty to spprove these
changes ee B temporary authorization
under lhe proposed criterie; however.
commentere wanted an eeeurence that
the aoMtIes allowed under the recenlly
promulgated minor modificstlon
provision in 4 270.421pbwhich
will be
eliminated with today’s new
modification procese-will
be eligible
for a temporary suthorizstlon
under the
new system. Therefore, 1hee.e activitlee
involving restricted wastes are
specifically endorsed for temporary
authorizations in new
4 270.42(e)(3)~ii)(B).
In a second change. EPA decided not
to relain the proposed temporary
authorization provision for management
of newly regulated waste. Instead.
management of such waste is addressed
solely under 9 ‘270.42(g). Although some

commenters suggested keeping both
alternatives, other commenters belier?,’
that the special procedure for new
wastes in 5 270.4?(g) is generally mar
appropriate. EPA believes that it is
preferable to have e single procedure for
addressing newly regulated wastes. end
agrees thst 9 270.42(g) is more
appropriate since it is designed
specifically for that situation. (see
preamble discussion in Section IV.B.7.)
Section 270.42(e) (2) through (4) details
the procedures for granting temporary
suthorizations.
Under these procedures.
the permittee must submit to the Agencl
e request fore temporary authorization
describing the activities to be
conducted: explain why the temporary
authorizatlbn wee necessary; and
provide sufficient information to ensure
compliance with Pert 284 standards. In
addition. the permittee would be
required to notify all persons on the
facility mailing list end local and State
agencies about the temporary
authorization request within seven days
of the request.
Sectlon 270.42(e)(3) requires the
Agency to spprove or deny the
temporary authorization es quickly es
prsctlcal. To epprove the authorization.
the Agency must Bnd that the request
meets the criteria for * temporary
authorizetlon. It should be noted that
today’s rule. like the proposal. require
compliance with Part 284 for Agency
., _ ,:.~i
initiated temporary authorizations. This’.“-is because the procedures for obtaining
such en authorize’iion provides for
Agency review of the permittee’s
request and en affirmative Agency
action to approve the conditions of Ihe
authorization. Therefore. en Agency
permit writer will be involved in
eatabllshlng the appropriate operating
conditions based on the Part 264
standards. This le in contrast to the
automatic temporary authorizations
(discussed in Section IV.B.Z.ii above)
where Part 266 standards are more
appropriate since there ere no Agencyprescribed site specific conditions
developed.
A denial of a temporary authorization
request would not prejudice action on
any concurrent modification request.
The denial only meens that the activities
contemplated by the permittee were not
eligible for a temporary authorization.
The reques, could still be acceptable es
e permit modification.
In today’s final rule. EPA has modified
the language in g 270.42(e1(41 from the
proposal. As proposed. 9 270.42(eK41(~l
required the owner or operator to submit
a “complete modificution
request”
within 80 days of obtaining a tempor;ir
authorization. This provisian assumed
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there would be circumstances where the
Permittee might not have time to provide
all the material required under Part 2:o
le+.. changes to closure plans or training
P!ens) Prior ta issuance of the temporary
authorization.
Sw%il commentfrs disagreed with
this ~rnposal. panting out that in many
see e temporary authorization could
address a shart.term or one-time
SIIuation. aqd would act require a
permanent modification to the permit
and submission of all the Part 270
Information. EPA agrees with these
commenters. and finds the Ml-day
deadline unnecessary. particularly since
5 270.42(e)(3)(i) requires the permittee !o
drmonstrate in his or her request that
the Part 264 standardswill
be achieved.
Thus. the Director should have all
information necessary prior to e
!emporary authorization decision. In
cases where some additional minor
information is needed. the Director
could make the authorization
conditional on the submission of this
information on en appropriate schedule.
The proposal allowed the renewal of a
tamporsry authorization (5 270.42 (e)(l)
and (e)(4l(iii)). if the permittee initiated
the Class 2 or 3 process for a permit
modification. Today’s rule modifies and
clarifies these provisions. As required in
P 270.42(e)(4) today, a temporary
authorization cannot be reissued except
through the following procedures. First,
the permittee must initiate the
appropriate Class 2 or 3 modification
process for the activity covered in the
temporary authorization. In addition, for
a Class 2 modificstiongny
extension of
the activity approved m the temporary
authorization must take place under
Class 2 procedures. Finally. for B Class 3
modification. the Director may extend
the temporary authorization if
warranted to allow the authorized
activity to continue while Class 3
procedures are completed.
The result of today’s change for a
temporary authorization that is
concurrently undergoing the Class 2
rwiew is to set e limit. generally, of 3W
days for operation under the temporary
.lothorizatiun. The proposal would have
allowed. in extreme cases. up to 540
days of temporary authorization before
~4final Agency decision wee required.
(Far examPIe. e Z&l-day authorization.
reissued for a second 180-day period,
end then the Directur’s decision per
5 270.42(eJ(4J(ii) to issue an additional
authorization of 180 days.) These
changes were made in response to
cornmentors, who requested a shorter
and clearer schedule for Agency
decisions an Class 2 changes subject to
temporary authorizations. EPA agrees
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with these comments. and maintains
that Class 2 changes should be reviewed
rapidly and incorporated into the permit
as a modification. It is not appropriate
for these decisions to be postponed for
up ta a year and e half. For these
reasons, today’s rule does “at sllow
extension of a temporsry suthorizetion
for a Clsaa 2 activity. except through the
Class 2 procedures that ere leading to an
Agency decision on the modification
request.
For Class 3 modifications. the renewal
of the temporary authorization is at the
discretion of the Director if he or she
believes that it is appropriate for the
activities to continue while the Class 3
modification process Is completed. In
most cases it will be difficult t0
complete the Class 3 process in the 180
days allowed for the temporary
authorization. since there will be at least
105 days of public comment (@I tiays for
comment an the applicant’s modification
request and 45 days for comment an the
draft permit modlflcation prepared by
the Agency). as well as one or mure
public meetings end e public hearing, if
requested. Therefore, today’s rule
allows the extension of a Class 3
temporary authorization for an
additional 180 days. for a maximum of
380 days. However, this would be
allowed only if the facility is proceeding
toward a Class 3 modification.
In summary. the Agency.lssued
temporaryauthorization
mechanism
provides a reasonable balance between
the public’s right to be informed of and
comment on actlvitiea at permitted
hazardous waste facilities and the
facility owner/operator’s
need to
implement certain changes rapidly.
More generally. the temporary
authorization procedure will provide
important flexibility to permitted
hazardous waste fadlitiea without
sacrifice to public health or the
envimnment. Because temporary
authorizationa are designed specifically
for activities necesasry to improve
management of hazstdous waste or to
conduct timely closures and corrective
actions, this authority should sctually
reduce risk and pmmote safe handling
of wastes. For this reeson. EPA believes
that the temporsry authorization
procedure will be of benefit to the
regulated industry. regulating agencies.
and the public.
8. Notification Requirements and Permit
Muditication
Appeals
Under today’s rule. the Director will
notify persons on the facility mailing lisl
end appropriate state and local
government agencies within 10 days of
any decision to grant or deny e permit
modification request (except for Clnss 1
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modifications and temporary
authorizations). (See D 270.42(f).) Such
notificstiod will also be given within IO
days after a Class 2 automatic
authorization takes effect. The permit
appeal procedures of 40 CFR 124.19
apply to the Director’s decision to grant
or deny a Class 2 or 3 permit
modification request end to Class 2
automatic authorizations. For Class 1
modifications. temporary althorizations.
and classification determinstions.
the
appeal procedures of Part 124 do not
apply. although in many cases there are
opportunities to seek a change in the
modification or authorization. es
discussed in mnre detail below.
The proposal provided that the
Agency wquld notify persons on the
facility mailing list after making e
determination on en unclsssified
change. after approving’s Class 1
modification (when prior apprwal is
needed), and after granting e temporary
authorization. However. EPA received a
number of cmnments from state
agencies and industry arguing that there
tire too many required notices in the
proposal. and that numerous
notifications add complexity to the
process and divert Agency resources to
administrative
tasks instead of to
protection of the environment. EPA
agrees with this comment far
notifications of temporary
authorizations. clsssificatlon
determinations. and Class 1 approvals.
In the case of Agency classification
determinations. there will be subsequent
public notification of the pmposed
changes ae the facility proceeds with its
modification mquest. The public will be
able to raise can~erns at that time if
they believe that the modification
request has been incorrectly classified.
For these ressons, EPA believes that the
notice regarding a claaaification
determination would be redundant, and
therefore ia not adopting it In today’s
I&.
For Class 1 modifications,
the
permittee is required to pmvide notice
of the change to persons on the facility
mailing list within 90 days. including
those cases where prior Director
appmval is required. (See
g 27o.42(a)(l)(ii).) The proposal would
have also required that the Agency send
a notice of its decision to the facility
mailing list for e Class 1 modification
that required prior Agency approval.
EPA believes that there Is no need for
;he Agency to mail such a notice since
the permittee will be sending e similar
notice. Two notifications regarding a
single Class 1 modificatian would be a
duplication of effort and could else be
confusing to people on the mailing list.

